In this paper, we present an integrated approach to floorplanning and bus planning, i.e., bus-driven floorplanning (BDF). We are given a set of circuit blocks and the bus specifications (i.e., the net list of blocks for the buses). A feasible BDF solution is a placement of all circuit blocks such that each bus can be realized as a rectangular strip (horizontal or vertical) going through all the blocks connected by the bus. The objective is to determine a feasible BDF solution that minimizes floorplan area and total bus area. Our approach is based upon the sequence-pair floorplan representation. After a careful analysis of the relationship between bus ordering and block ordering in the floorplan represented by a sequence pair, we derive feasibility conditions on sequence pairs that give feasible BDF solutions. Experimental results demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of our algorithm.
Introduction
As the deep submicron technology advances, chips become more congested even though more metal layers are used for routing. Usually a chip includes several buses. As design increases in complexity, bus routing becomes a heavy task, especially for networking chips or data processors. Since buses have different widths and go through several module blocks, the positions of macro blocks greatly affect bus planning. To ease bus routing and avoid unnecessary iterations in physical design, we need to consider bus planning in early floorplanning stage.
In this paper, we address the problem of bus-driven floorplanning (BDF). We use top two layers for bus planning, and buses go either horizontally or vertically on one layer in floorplanning stage. The simple bus structure is good and efficient at planning stage, and would facilitate bus routing in later stages. Furthermore, more complicated bus structure can always be decomposed into several segments of horizontal/vertical buses.
Informally, the problem can be described as follows. Given a set of rectangular macro blocks and the bus specifications (i.e., the net list of blocks for the buses), find a placement of all circuit blocks such that each bus can be realized as a rectangular strip (horizontal or vertical) going through all the blocks connected by the bus. At the same time, the chip area as well as the total bus area is minimized. Figure 1 gives an example. Figure 1 blocks B, E, H are not aligned and the vertical overlap between blocks A and C is less than the width of bus u.
In some previous works, researchers have discussed some particular kinds of floorplan constraints related to alignment. However, these kinds of alignment constraints are not suitable for bus-driven floorplanning. The paper [8] handles a kind of alignment in which modules involved in an alignment are required to be aligned by left (right/bottom/upper) side. But this is not necessary in BDF problems. For example, the bottom sides of blocks B, E, H are not aligned, but bus v still fits in the floorplan in Figure 1 (a). Tang et al. [7] proposed another alignment constraint in which several blocks are aligned in a row, abutting with each other. But blocks involved in one bus do not need to be placed adjacent to each other. In Figure  1 (a), A and C are not adjacent while bus u is assigned. The paper [1] discussed predefined coordinate alignment constraint in which some blocks are to be placed along a predefined coordinate within a small region. In BDF, there are no constraints on coordinates. Rafiq et al. [3, 4] proposed bus-based integrated floorplanning. However, the bus defined in their works is composed of bundles of wires connecting only two blocks. Also bus assignment is accomplished by global routing.
Most floorplan algorithms use simulated annealing to search for an optimal solution. The implementation of simulated annealing scheme depends on a floorplan representation where a neighbor solution is generated and examined by perturbing the representation (called 'move'). In this paper, we use sequence pair representation and analyze the relationship between bus ordering and sequence pair representation. Then a fast evaluation algorithm is proposed to transform a sequence pair representation to a floorplan with buses inserted. Finally, we also develop an efficient algorithm to handle soft modules to further improve solution quality. Experimental
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results on three sets of test files (MCNC benchmarks, industry test files, bus grid test files) demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of our approach.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background information on the sequence pair representation. The formal definition of BDF problem is given in section 3. In section 4, we analyze the relationship between bus ordering and sequence pair representation. Then a fast evaluation algorithm is proposed to transform a sequence pair to a BDF solution in section 5. In section 6, a simulated annealing BDF algorithm is presented. Finally, we address how to handle soft blocks to improve solution quality in section 7. Experimental results are given in section 8, and section 9 concludes the paper.
Preliminary
A sequence pair is a pair of sequences of n elements representing a list of n blocks. In general, a sequence pair imposes the relationship between any two blocks a and b as follows.
(i) If a is ahead of b in both sequences, a is to the left of b in the floorplan.
(ii) If a is ahead of b in the first sequence while behind b in the second sequence, a is below b in the floorplan.
The original paper which proposed sequence pair [2] presented an algorithm to transform a sequence pair to a floorplan in Θ [5] , and later further to O ¡ n log log n ¢ in [6] . [5, 6] showed that the coordinates of blocks and the width and height of a floorplan can be obtained by computing longest common subsequence (LCS) in terms of the two sequences. Given a sequence pair ¡ X £ Y ¢ , the width of a floorplan equals the length of the longest common subsequence of X and Y where weights are blocks' widths. Furthermore, given a block b, let (X
and LCS(X £ Y ) be the length of the longest common subsequence of (X £ Y ). Then the x-coordinate of block b equals LCS(X 1 £ Y 1 ) with blocks' widths as weights. Similarly, the height of a floorplan is determined by dealing with the longest common subsequence of (X £ Y R ) where Y R is the reverse of Y and weights are blocks' heights. Furthermore, all the computations of blocks' x/y coordinates can be integrated into a single longest common subsequence computation for a sequence pair.
Problem Formulation
Suppose the routing region has multiple layers and buses can be assigned on the top two layers. So the orientation of buses is either horizontal or vertical. The problem of bus-driven floorplanning (BDF) can be defined as follows.
Definition 1. Bus-Driven Floorplanning (BDF)
Given n rectangular macro blocks B
each bus u i has a width t i and goes through a set of blocks
Decide the positions of macro blocks and buses such that there is no overlaps between any two blocks or between any two horizontal (vertical) buses, and bus u i goes through all of its k i blocks. At the same time, the chip area as well as the total bus area is minimized.
In BDF problems, buses should go through all of their related blocks. So the positions of blocks greatly affect bus assignment. For convenience, let
is the orientation, t is the bus width, and b i (i ¤ 1£ © £ k ) are the blocks the bus goes through. For short, a bus is just represented as
¢ be the lower-left corner of block b i . And the width and height of block b i are w i and h i respectively. In the following, we give the necessary conditions of feasible horizontal and vertical bus respectively. ¤ "
Lemma 1. Feasible Horizontal Bus (H-Bus) If a horizontal bus u
¤ " Figure 2 illustrates an H-bus u ¤ "
Lemma 2. Feasible Vertical Bus (V-Bus) If a vertical bus u
. In order to fit in bus u, the vertical overlap of the three blocks has to be larger than the bus width t.
Bus Ordering via Sequence Pair
Sequence pair always entails a packing if no constraints are given. However, when constraints are introduced, there may not exist corresponding packing for some sequence pairs.
In this section, we discuss the relationship between bus ordering and sequence pair representation. First, a necessary condition is derived when only one bus is considered. Then we discuss the relative position of any two horizontal (vertical) buses imposed by a sequence pair. Based on the analysis of two bus ordering, we set up a bus ordering constraint graph and propose an algorithm to remove infeasible buses.
A Necessary Condition for One Bus
Since blocks cannot overlap in a BDF solution, blocks have at most one-dimension overlap, i.e., if the projections on x-axis of two blocks have overlap, their projections on y-axis cannot overlap; on the other hand, if the projections on y-axis of two blocks have overlap, their projections on x-axis cannot overlap. However, in order to fit in a bus
In other words, the position relationship of any two related blocks has to be left-right (below-above) . Thus we have the following necessary condition. 
, if u is feasible, then the ordering of the k blocks should be either the same or reverse in the two sequences X and Y . Furthermore, if the k blocks appear in the same order in both X and Y , the orientation of the bus is horizontal; otherwise the bus is vertical. For convenience, this necessary condition is also called block ordering. Figure 3 gives two examples. The sequence pair for (a) is ¡¨ A¨D¨B¨C¨,¨A¨D¨B¨C¨¢ , and a horizontal bus
Note that Theorem 1 deals with only one bus. When multiple buses are considered, it is likely that some buses cannot be assigned for the floorplan although each bus satisfies the necessary condition.
Bus Ordering between Two Buses
The relative position of blocks is determined by a sequence pair. Since buses go through blocks, the ordering of buses is also influenced by the sequence pair.
Given a sequence pair
l since the two buses may go through the same block) and ¡ X £ Y ¢ satisfies block ordering for the two buses. Also we assume these L blocks appear in the sequence pair as
, and the subsequence pair
, we can derive the relative position of the two buses. 
Case 2. If
then the two buses u and v cannot be assigned at the same time.
Suppose pC a iD qC a iD and p
The positions of blocks are illustrated in Figure 4 (Case 3).
In the example, the two buses are u
In this case, the two buses cannot be assigned at the same time. 
On the other hand, u is also possible above v. Therefore, the two buses have no bus ordering constraint.
For any two vertical buses, we can get the similar results from
Multiple Bus Ordering
In a BDF solution, it is impossible that the ordering of several buses forms a cycle. For example, bus u is above bus v, bus v is above bus w, while bus w is above bus u. This kind of relationship cannot exist in a feasible solution.
In the above section, we have discussed bus ordering imposed by the given sequence pair. To express the relative positions among buses, we construct bus ordering constraint graphs for horizontal buses and vertical buses respectively. The construction rules for a horizontal bus ordering constraint graph are listed as follows. The graph for vertical buses can be derived similarly. The horizontal bus ordering constraint graph serves in two ways: (i) Given a BDF solution, the block packing must correspond to a sequence pair. Then the horizontal bus relationship imposed by the sequence pair can be represented by an acyclic constraint graph. (ii) If a constraint graph contains a cycle, then at least one bus cannot be assigned. According to the construction rules, there are two kinds of cycles.
A cycle includes only two nodes. Then the relative position
of the two corresponding buses must comply with Case 3, and at least one bus cannot be assigned. Figure 5 (a) shows an example. Two buses u
are crossing, and the subgraph is given in Figure 5 (b).
2.
A cycle includes at least three nodes. Figure 5 (c) illustrates an example. There are 3 buses u
From this sequence pair, we can conclude that bus u should be below v, v should be below w, and w should be below u. However, this is impossible in a BDF solution. Therefore, at least one bus has to be discarded.
If a bus ordering constraint graph contains cycles, there must be some buses that can not be assigned. Since our target is to assign as many buses as possible, the problem becomes how to remove minimum number of buses so that the graph is acyclic. However this problem is a NP-Complete problem.
For convenience, if some nodes are removed from the graph G ¤ ¡ V£ E ¢ , then edges connecting to/from these nodes are also removed, and the result graph is called residual graph. Also all nodes are indexed, and node u v means the index of u is less than that of v. Figure 5 : Two kinds of cycles in bus ordering constraint graph.
Definition 2. Node-Deleting Problem (NDP)
Given a sequence pair and a set of buses, a horizontal (vertical) bus ordering constraint graph can be constructed. Remove nodes from the constraint graph so that the residual graph is acyclic. At the same time, the number of deleted nodes is minimized.
Proof First NDP is a NP problem since whether a residual graph is acyclic or not can be judged in O
Next we prove that Independent Set Problem (ISP) is polynomialtime reducible to NDP, i.e., ISP 8 p NDP. Since ISP is NP-Complete, we can conclude that NDP is also NP-Complete.
Let
, i.e., each edge in G is represented by a pair of edges with different directions in G d . Figure  6 shows an example. (a) is an instance of independent set problem G. (b) is G d . Note that G is an undirected graph. Given a node subsetV , we can get a residual graphḠ d of G d by removing nodes in ¥ V % ¯V . We show thatV is an independent set of G if and only if the residual graphḠ d is acyclic. IfV is an independent set of G, then there are no edges inḠ d . Obviously, G d is acyclic. On the other hand, for any residual graphḠ d of G d , if it contains no cycles, then there are no edges inḠ d since edges also appear in pairs. Therefore, the nodes inḠ d also form an independent set of G.
Finally we show that G d is a bus ordering constraint graph. For any edge e i 
Blocks in X and Y form the macro block set B. So totally there are 4M $ 2L blocks. Since there are N nodes in G, the number of buses is also N. For each bus p, the blocks that p goes through are
. Since the ordering of blocks of each bus is always the same in both sequences, all buses are horizontal buses.
For each pair of buses u and v ( u v ), we get the subsequence pair
¢ can be only one of the two cases.
(i) 
¤ yA i , the two buses have no bus ordering constraint and there is no edge between the two nodes u and v in the constraint graph. Also if xA i ¤ yA i (xA i /yA i can be empty), then there is no edge between u and v in G either. Thus we can conclude that G d is the horizontal bus ordering constraint graph for the constructed sequence pair.
X
Since NDP is NP-Complete, we derive a heuristic method to remove nodes from a graph so that the residual graph is acyclic. The method is based on the following lemma.
Lemma 3. Given a directed graph, if for each node, its in-degree and out-degree are both non-zero, then each node must be incident on a cycle in the graph.
The proof is easy and we omit it in the paper. The following is the algorithm.
Calculate in-degree and out-degree of nodes in V 3.
Find min in-degree min in and min out-degree min out 4. if (min in = 0) or (min out = 0) 5.
Remove the corresponding node v from V 6.
Remove edges connecting to/from v from E 7. else 8.
Find the node v with max degree 9.
Insert v into Remove Set 10.
Remove v from V and related edges from E 11. endfor 12. return Remove Set For each iteration, the size of V is reduced by one. If we can find a node whose in-degree or out-degree is 0, then this node is treated as a good node. Otherwise, we select the node v with max degree (in-degree + out-degree) and insert it to the Remove Set, i.e., v should be discarded in order to break cycles. This algorithm guarantees that if the graph is acyclic, Remove Set is empty. The Figure 7 shows an example. Suppose there are 9 buses and the constraint graph G is Figure 7 (a) .We first remove nodes whose indegree or out-degree is zero. a, d and e are removed from G as Figure 7 (b) . Then for the rest of the nodes, they must be incident on a cycle, and we have to delete nodes in order to break cycles. Since c has the maximum degree, c is deleted and make b and g free. The result is illustrated as Figure 7 (c) . Finally i is deleted to break the cycle between i and h. Therefore, there are two nodes c and i in Remove Set. Figure 7 (d) shows the residual acyclic graph after deleting c and i. Furthermore, based on (d), it is easy to find a bus ordering consistent with the below-above relationship imposed by the sequence pair. 
Evaluation Algorithm
The evaluation algorithm is to transform a sequence pair representation to a BDF solution. However, for some sequence pairs, it is impossible to fit in all of the buses. For example, if a sequence pair violates block ordering for a bus, then some buses can not be assigned. Therefore, the target of the evaluation algorithm is to find a floorplan which assigns as many buses as possible. The algorithm is summarized as follows. Suppose there are n blocks and m buses.
Algorithm Evaluation BDF(Seq, Bus) 1. Feasible Bus Checking Orientation 2. Bus Ordering
Modified LCS Computation
In the following, we explain the above three procedures one by one.
Feasible Bus Checking Orientation
According to Theorem 1, if the blocks of a bus violate block ordering in the given sequence pair, the bus cannot be assigned. Therefore, the first step is to identify these buses and remove them from the bus set. For each bus, one scan of the sequence pair is enough to make the judgment. At the same time, if blocks related to a bus appear in the same order in both sequences, the bus is a horizontal bus, otherwise, the bus is a vertical one. This step takes O ¡ mn ¢ time.
Bus Ordering
Due to the bus ordering imposed by the given sequence pair, some buses can not be assigned at the same time as discussed in section 4. We apply Node Deleting algorithm to further remove some buses. Meanwhile, since the constraint graph is acyclic, we sort the horizontal buses from bottom to top (from left to right for vertical buses) according to the below-above (left-right) relationship. This bus order will be used in the next step. This step takes O ¡ m 2 ¢ time.
Modified LCS Computation
The algorithm is based on the engine of computing longest common subsequence (LCS) presented in [6] . LCS computation calculates x coordinates and y coordinates separately. And it always pack blocks from bottom to top (from left to right). In this section, we only discuss the calculation of y coordinates of blocks with the assignment of horizontal buses. The calculation of x coordinates of blocks and vertical buses can be derived similarly.
For any given horizontal bus
, the y coordinates of the k blocks are first calculated with LCS computation. Then these k blocks are aligned so that the bus can be inserted. Suppose the height of b i is h i and the y-coordinate of the lower-left corner of b i is y i . The basic alignment can be performed as follows. However, the alignment adjustment for different buses may affect each other. For example, in Figure 8 Figure 8 (a). When we want to place bus v, block E has to move up, which causes blocks A and D to move up too. Furthermore, due to the change of block A, bus u has to be reassigned. Since LCS computation packs blocks from the bottom up, it is important to process buses in the same way. Each time, the lowest bus is selected and assigned so that the bus would not be affected by later processing of other buses. By calling Bus Ordering procedure, a sorted bus list can be obtained.
At the same time, when multiple horizontal buses are considered, we also need to avoid overlaps between horizontal buses. Therefore, the above basic alignment is not enough.
For example, in Figure 9 , two horizontal buses u
are to be assigned. First, bus u is assigned with y u as the y-coordinate of its bottom edge. However, according to the basic alignment calculation, the y-coordinate of bus v's bottom edge is also y u . Then bus u and v are overlapped as Figure 9 (a) . This is not allowed in a BDF solution. We call this situation Bus Overlap. 
. Still there are three cases. Figure 10 (Case B) shows an example. In this case, the blocks of two buses appear interlaced along x-axis. It is likely that Bus Overlap happens.
Case
, all blocks in S u appear ahead of (behind) blocks in S v . Figure 10 (Case C) shows an example. In this case, the two buses do not have overlap along x-axis. Therefore, the y-coordinates of the two buses can be decided independently, i.e., Bus Overlap cannot happen.
Based on the above discussion, we can conclude that only Case A and B can lead to Bus Overlap. Therefore, in the basic alignment calculation, we also need to check Case A and B so that no overlaps between two buses are introduced. This kind of checking can be incorporated in Bus Ordering procedure, and keep the results in a table. If Case A or B is detected, the current bus has to move up until there is no overlap with the buses below.
In summary, after we get the bus list from Bus Ordering procedure, we apply LCS computation m times (suppose there are m buses in the bus list), In one iteration, after the positions of blocks related to bus u are calculated by LCS, we check if bus u has Case A or B with buses below u and do the move up alignment accordingly. Once the position of a bus is calculated, the bus is not changed any more. Therefore, each iteration fixes one bus. The running time of LCS is O ¡ n log log n ¢ [6] where n is the number of blocks. So Modified LCS Computation is bounded by O ¡ mn log log n $ m 2 ¢ .
BDF Algorithm
Most floorplan algorithms based on sequence pair representation use simulated annealing (SA). In this paper, we also use SA to search an optimal or near optimal solution to a BDF problem.
Perturbation (Move)
We use the following operations to generate a neighbor sequence pair in simulated annealing.
Swap is to swap two blocks in either the first sequence or the second sequence. Swap can be done in constant time.
Rotation is to rotate a block (e.g. exchange the width and height of a block). Rotation does not cause any changes to the sequence pair. This operation can be done in constant time.
Cost Function
The target of BDF problem is to minimize the chip area and the total bus area. At the same time, we hope to insert all of the buses. Therefore, we define the cost function as follows.
where C is the chip area, B is the bus area and M is the number of unassigned buses, α, β and γ are coefficients and defined by users.
By applying Evaluation BDF Algorithm, the positions of blocks and buses are all calculated. Therefore, it is easy to get the value of C, B and M.
Soft Block Adjustment
For floorplan, the shapes of some blocks may not be fixed. For example, for some blocks, their areas are fixed, but their width/height ratio can be changed in some range. This kind of blocks are called soft block. The flexibility of soft block shapes can help us improve BDF solution quality further. Our strategy is as follows.
After applying BDF algorithm, we get a BDF solution. Based on this solution, each time, we select a soft block on LCS path which decides the size of the chip [5, 6] . Reduce the width (height) of the block a little bit, and apply Modified LCS Computation to get a new solution. This process is executed repeated.
In order to control iterations, simulated annealing is adopted again. The perturbation operation is to choose a soft block on LCS path and change its width or height accordingly. The cost function is the same as that of BDF algorithm. Figure 11 shows an example. Figure 11 (a) shows a BDF solution. Blocks B, D and E are on an LCS path. E is selected and its width is reduced. Figure 11 
Experimental Results
Our algorithm was implemented in C++ and tested on workstations (2.4GHz) with 1G memory. The technique of simulated annealing is used to search for an optimal or near optimal BDF solution with a special annealing schedule where a very large number of temperatures are used but only a small number of moves are made within each temperature. We tested on three sets of test files. The first set is derived from MCNC benchmarks for block placement. We added different numbers of buses to the benchmarks. Once we got a BDF solution, we also applied the soft block adjustment technique to further improve the solution quality. Furthermore, we also made some postprocessing to move buses apart from each other. The test results are listed in Table 1 . As illustration, Figure 12 displays the final packing result of ami49-2 after soft block adjustment. The second test set (cad1 and cad2) includes two test files which are derived from industry designs. To further test our approach, we created a set of bus grid test files. Each test file includes n 2 ¡ n ¤ 4£ © £ 7 ¢ blocks and 2n buses. All blocks have the same block size (600 i 700) and each bus goes through n blocks. This kind of problems is quite hard and the position of one bus heavily affects the assignment of other buses. Still our approach can find an optimal solution within a short time. Figure 13 illustrates an optimal solution to the test file grid7. In this solution, not only the chip area is minimized, but also the total bus area is minimized. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we consider the bus-driven floorplanning (BDF) problem. We first derive necessary conditions for feasible buses. Then based on the analysis of the relationship between bus ordering and sequence pair representation, we develop an efficient evaluation algorithm which transforms a sequence pair representation to a BDF solution. Simulated annealing is adopted to search for an optimal or 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  8  9  10  11  12  13   14  15  16  17  18  19  20   21  22  23  24  25  26  27   28  29  30  31  32  33  34   35  36  37  38  39  40  41   42  43  44  45 near optimal BDF solution. We also propose a simple but efficient way to handle soft blocks. Experimental results demonstrate that our approach is very efficient and effective.
